I-TEAMS
BRING TOGETHER STUDENTS AND UNIVERSITY’S GROUND-BREAKING RESEARCH TO DEVELOP COMMERCIAL VIABLE STRATEGIES AND BUILD VALUABLE UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY LINKS.

APPLY
i-Teams Investigates the best market approach for commercializing a new innovation developed at UNIGE. It is open to graduate, post-graduate students and post-doctoral researchers. Any field of research is eligible.


Please write your interests and a short resume of your experience to i-teams@unige.ch at the translational accelerator of the Faculté de Médecine.

Details of the program are available at: www.i-teams.ch and www.ta.unige.ch/i-teams.

FALL 2019 SEMESTER
I-TEAMS CREATION ON SEPT 19TH, 2019
September 19th 2019 from 12h00-14h00 in lecture room A04.2222.a: Team Formation Event.

PARTICIPATE IN THE FORMATION OF I-TEAMS NEW PROGRAMME of the “Translational Accelerator on innovation in Life Science and technology”.

Participate in a highly motivated and scientifically diverse team, interacting extensively with leading academic and industrial partners, to help bring a cutting-edge technology to the market and improve global health!

JOIN THIS TEAM FORMATION EVENT TO SELECT THE I-TEAMS PROJECT YOU WANT TO WORK ON!

TIMELINES
- Sept 17th: Deadline for applications (sent to i-teams@unige.ch).
- Sept 19th: Selection of projects by participants (12h00-14h00 in lecture room A04.2222.a).
- Sept 26th: First session (Translational Accelerator A05.2625).

WHY ?
- Meet other Unige students from diverse fields at the Translational Accelerator office, meetings are once a week during lunch time, and have fun while learning.
- Contribute to translation of ideas into innovations, which could improve the quality of life for patients around the globe.
- Work as part of a motivated team, learning innovation, product development techniques, and entrepreneurial skills.
- Meet leaders and make contacts from the Health Valley private industries and academic centers.
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